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Welcome
Would you like to be involved in the exciting and lucrative world of Movies? If you are an
aspiring director, Producer, or Actor – this is for you! If you like the idea of profiting from
successful movie ventures – this is for you!
Whatever your focus, let us introduce MovieBiz Coin which is a brand new Crypto Asset
dedicated to helping independent filmmakers get their films funded and, creating a
marketplace where content is showcased instantly to a trusted global community of buyers.
In doing so MovieBiz Coin will fulfill its mission of creating movies that inspire and, equally
important, careers that will soar in the industry.
With a vision of creating movies that will inspire, MBZ’s long-term goal is to become a
global catalyst bringing projects to completion and providing a platform for those interested
in getting involved in the financial aspect of our projects that would normally never have
such an opportunity.
If you are interested in learning more about what opportunities this opens up then, you have
come to the right place. Let’s get more into the details.
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MovieBiz Coin is a tremendous investment
opportunity
MBZ offers multiple highly attractive film investments on a single platform especially for those individuals
who would not normally have the opportunity to invest in the movie industry. Before MovieBiz Coin, the
main investors in the industry were people/players from the movie world but that no longer applies.
MovieBiz Coin will change the way the movie industry works making it possible for anyone to invest and
make profits by investing in movies.
With a fundraising plan already underway, MovieBiz Coin intends to attract a myriad of investors and
advertisers from around the globe and, a tested business model of top film companies will allow MovieBiz
Coin to become part of the global market with two billion movie fans.
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Message From Chairman
I would like to say that as a serial entrepreneur, my focused approach has always been to fire up a great
idea and create value. An early dream of being a Filmmaker led me to produce back-to-back Marathi movies
and complete my maiden Hindi feature Film and this inspired me to focus on helping others achieve their
dreams within the movie industry. With 2 decades of experience across functions covering all aspects of
corporate development and growth plus successful entrepreneurship experiences, I am excited that with
the rest of the management team, MovieBiz coin is destined to break new grounds within the Movie
industry.

Sachin Saluja (Chairman)
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WHY DO WE NEED MOVIEBIZ COIN & HOW
HAS IT IS BEEN USED?
Moviebiz.funds

We are ready to launch our LaunchPad for Independent Movie Makers (Moviebiz.funds) in which
Impactful Movie projects will be whitelisted and be presented for Investments to Moviebiz coin holders.
Built on Blockchain Technology, the platform will provide producers, directors, and people/players from the
movie world with greater access to a global movie-making investment opportunity. Independent Movie
makers can raise money using our Launchpad.

How MovieBiz Coin is Utilised
MovieBiz Coin holders will be able to stake their coins to be invested in different Movie Projects and will
earn handsome APY’s based on projects.
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Swag / Superlive.io
Talent Hunt and Live streaming Apps

MovieBiz Coin will be Bridging the gap between the industries
and aspiring talents by providing a platform to connect, share,
and network.
Talents can display their creativity & talents in singing, photography , dancing, modeling, video editing, and
more. These videos will be forwarded to production houses, casting directors, reality shows, etc. Looking
out for Talents
A set of internal judges will go through video, review skills, creativity, and r passion before they take the
decision. After the review is done, the internal judge will shortlist the contestant, and give them an
opportunity in form of live auditions for the whitelisted Movie Projects

How MovieBiz Coin is Utilised
1 ) MovieBiz Coin will be used for voting and giving tips to Artists.
2 ) MovieBiz Coin will be the main catalyst for in-App advertising.
3 ) Selected Talent will be paid in Rewards in form of MovieBiz Coin
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NFTWhales.media
NFT Marketplace will be used to buy and sell NFT’s based out on
Projects backed by MovieBiz Coin
1. Movies clipping of key moments
2. Rare Clippings of unseen footages
3. Songs
4. Artists Avatars
How MovieBiz Coin is Utilised
MovieBiz Coin will be the main Asset for buying and Selling these NFT’s.
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Show.Movie

OTT platform
It is a decentralized movie and content distribution platform. It aims to create a transparent
revenue share, audience data, and equal screening opportunity for content creators. It will showcase
exclusive content created and acquired by MovieBiz Coin

How MovieBiz Coin is Utilised
Subscription
In film Advertising

Movie Verse
Play to earn Games suite based on Movie Industry
MovieBiz Coin will be designing various Play to earn and Reward-based Games which will be used for
engaging the Community.
Initially, MovIeBiz Coin is designing a Board Game that will be on Play to earn Mode and Online quiz Show in
which hundreds of Participants can come live with the Host and win rewards.

How MovieBiz Coin is Utilised
Rewards will be given in Form of MovieBiz Coin.
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Why Moviebiz coin Choose Blockchain
Technology

Blockchain innovation is most basically characterized as a decentralized, appropriated record that records
the provenance of a computerized resource. By inborn plan, the information on a blockchain can't be
altered, which makes it an authentic disruptor for businesses like installments, online protection, and
medical care. Our aide will walk you through what it is, how it's utilized, and its set of experiences.
A blockchain is a data set that stores scrambled blocks of information then, at that point, affixes them
together to frame an ordered single wellspring of truth for the information. Digital assets are distributed
instead of copied or transferred, making an unchanging record of an asset. The asset is decentralized,
permitting full ongoing access and straightforwardness to the general population. A straightforward record
of changes safeguards the uprightness of the report, which makes trust in the asset. Blockchain's inborn
safety efforts and public record make it an excellent innovation for pretty much every area. Blockchain is a
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particularly encouraging and progressive innovation since it helps reduce risk, gets rid of
misrepresentation, and gets straightforwardness a versatile way for bunch uses.

Why does MovieBiz Coin work on ERC-20
Token?

One of the most significant Ethereum tokens is known as ERC-20. ERC-20 has emerged as the technical
standard; it is used for all smart contracts on the Ethereum blockchain for token implementation and
provides a list of rules that all Ethereum-based tokens must follow.
ERC-20 is similar, in some respects, to bitcoin, Litecoin, and any other cryptocurrency; ERC-20 tokens are
blockchain-based assets that have value and can be sent and received. The primary difference is that
instead of running on their own blockchain, ERC-20 tokens are issued on the Ethereum network.
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Tech Stack
Built on Ethereum Platform as an ERC20 token, mapped to Polygon / Binance smart Chain with proposed
bridging to Solana / Avalanche and other layers 2 Solutions.
MovieBiz Coin is issuing cryptographic tokens to raise capital that will be invested in the platform to help
fund entertainment industry projects. Each token will benefit from the growth in the assets back,
considering it the Cryptocurrency update on crowdfunding.
One of the major benefits of this crypto approach is the aspect of transparency: MovieBiz Coin states that
its platform will provide financiers a transparent ledger of all of the expenditures, receipts, entitlements,
and ownership of each project the company assists in raising funds for.
These tokens afford investors enhanced liquidity when compared to existing industry funding methods.
Instead of waiting for a chance to cash out ownership in a Movie Fund or Company, buyers will have
tradeable tokens that will be listed on the major cryptocurrency exchanges.
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Road Map
1. Q3, 2021
● Launched website
● Utility Token Created ( ERC-20)
● Launched Social Media Channels
● Community Building
● Conceptualizing supporting Apps and businesses
● Massive Marketing Strategy: Influencers, Youtube, Facebook, Twitch,
Tiktok, Instagram
● Seed round / Private Sale initiated
● Office opened
2. Q4, 2021
● Official Litepaper to be Launched
● Getting Logo on EtherScan verified
● listing on ICODROP and various tickers
● Launch of IEO / IDO
● Listing on CoinmarketCap, Coingecko
● Exploring exchange Listings
● Launch of www.Moviebiz.funds
● (Crowdfunding Platform (Launchpad) for funding for Movies)
3. Q1, 2022
● Integration of MOVIEBIZ COIN with Swag App
● ( short video Streaming App )
● Launch of Talent Hunt contest at Swag
● Integration of MOVIEBIZ COIN with Cryptok
● ( Live streaming Platform for influencers)
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● Launch of OTT platform (movie.show )
● ( To showcase content created by Team and Associates )
● Expansion of Team
● Exploring more Exchanges
● Meetups
● Events and Activities
4. Q2, 2022
● Launch of Staking of MOVIEBIZ COIN
● Launch of NFT Marketplace
● Launch of Tokenization of Movies projects
● Launch for a Marketplace for Talents in the Entertainment Industry across
the globe.
● Expanding team
● Opening of Studio
5. Q3, 2022
● Partnerships
● Gaming
● Cashback programs
● Launch of Awards
● Much more to come
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Tokenomics – MovieBiz Coin
TOTAL SUPPLY 410,000,000 TOKENS
Seed

$ 150,000 (5,000,000 Tokens)

Private Round

$ 150,000 (5,000,000 Tokens)

Launchpad

$240,000 (3,000,000 Tokens)

Public Sale (CEX / DEX)

(110,000,000 Tokens)

VESTING SCHEDULE
Seed Investor / Private Investor

10% Monthly of Launch ( for 10 months)

Development and marketing

1 to 36 months

Business Operating Cost

1 to 36 months

Team

12 to 36 months

Advisors

3 to 12 months

Rewards (Pools and Staking)

1 to 36 months
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DISTRIBUTION OF TOKENS
Rewards (Pool & Staking)

40%

Token Sale

30%

Development, Marketing, collaborations

20%

Team

7%

Advisors

3%

PROCEEDS
Regulatory, Legal, and Compliances

3%

Business Operating Cost

12%

IT Infrastructure & Development

10%

Marketing

10%

Liquidity in Exchanges

25%

Funding Of Movie projects

40%

PRICING
Seed Investors

0.03 Dollars ( 5,000,000 Tokens)

Private Sale

0.05 Dollars ( 5,000,000 Tokens)

LaunchPad

0.08 Dollars (3,000,000 Tokens)

Public Sale Price - Market Driven

Market-Driven ( 110,000,000 Tokens)
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Our Team

DHAMMANDEEP SINGH (DAN)
President

Sachin Saluja – Chairperson (Film producer and
Technocrat)

Rohit Nayyar – Film Director & Producer
(Chief Content Officer)
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Nitzan Leon – Crypto Advisor

Gilbert Padia – Legal Advisor

L Chris – Advisory Board Member
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Benefits ( to Producers / Investors / Actors )
1. Benefit for Investors
● INVESTMENT
Constructive terms are favorable to
Investors.
● SINGLE PLATFORM
One place to invest with a large selection of movies.
● COLLECTION INCREASE
Percentage increase from collections for MOVIEBIZ COIN holders.
● COMMUNICATION
Communicate directly with scriptwriters and actors.
● MOVIE COLLECTION
Large collection of movies for investment.
● DECISION-MAKING
Straight contribution in decision-making.
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2. Benefit for Producers
● SIMPLE WAY TO GET PAID
Quick and simple
● COMMUNICATION
Direct communication with fans.
● FINANCIAL SUPPORT
No need to seek funds from private or institutional investors
● TRANSPARENCY
Transparent working conditions with investors and the platform.
● ADDITIONAL INCOME
Prospect for additional income through advertisements.
● IP RIGHTS
Your IP rights are listed on the Blockchain.
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3. Benefit for Actors
● SINGLE PLATFORM
One place where Artists can meet investors
and producers.
● WORKING CONDITIONS
Transparent working conditions with investors and producers.
● MOVIE OFFERS
A large collection of movies is offered for artists.
● COMMUNICATION
Communicate directly with scriptwriters and fans.
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